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MPL celebrates its 25th anniversary
Design and production of durable electronics solutions
for the highest requirements
Since 1985, MPL AG has been the industry leader in developing and manufacturing rugged, fanless
electronics, and embedded systems for customers demanding high quality. MPL’s commitment to design
highest reliable, low power consumption, extended temperature, and long life-cycle products as well as to
be self financed, are the cornerstones of our success.
MPL delivers durable High-Tech electronic boards and systems for nearly all kind of applications. In the
past 25 years, our product range grew constantly and includes today:







Compact Industrial PCs with Intel embedded CPUs up to Core 2 Duo in robust flexible housings
Embedded CPU boards with diff. form factors and technologies (Motorola, PowerPC, ARM, and Intel)
Panel PCs up to 19” with a protection level up to IP65, in stainless steel or aluminum housings
PC/104-Plus and mezzanine peripheral boards for the rugged environment
Custom and OEM electronics solutions with highest reliability
PC Card Reader/Writers as desktop and open frame versions
Common to all these MPL products are the
design rules to operate in a low power system,
fanless under harsh conditions, and in a wide
temperature range. Of course they offer the
robustness and reliability to be used under
extreme, as well as under normal conditions.
Furthermore through a good selection of the
components, we provide to the customer a long
term product availability to save investments and
avoid costly replacements.

Over the time, we developed various chassis, a
wide array of I/O products, and many unique and
useful add-on modules. This diversity allows us
to provide fully integrated solutions that are
customized to specific applications and offer highest flexibility.
An additional key factor is the HW-related software which is developed and supported in-house. This
allows us to offer customized BIOS/driver support to meet your needs.
Beside our unique Portfolio, MPL convinces with an unparalleled after-sales support that comes direct
from our design engineers. We also maintain our own parts inventory, which allows us to ensure service
and repair for decades.
MPL products are found operational on land based applications, on and below the high seas, the sky
above, as well as in space. Low power consumption, extended temperature, high reliability and long
durability have become the MPL trademark.
Companies all over the world rely on MPL products since 1985. We would like to take this opportunity and
say thank you for your trust and are looking forward to a continued cooperation in the coming years.
Trust in MPL – High Tech made in Switzerland – www.mpl.ch

